
IronSlap - multi-functional bracelet support
SKU: TEIRONSLAPK

Wrap-around bracelet in silicone featuring magnets, support function, round plate for
smartphones included in the package

IRONSLAP: DIVE INTO THE PAST FOR NEW NEEDS

IronSlap draws on a past full of fun and games. The slap bracelet, a  flexible wrist accessory that was in vogue during the
1980s, is returning with a new look: this patented accessory transforms into a  multi-functional support that attaches magically
to your smartphone. In the car or on your shopping trolley, this brightly coloured product will allow you to operate your device's
display at all times.

UNIQUE VERSATILITY

With the IronSlap bracelet, you can attach your smartphone practically everywhere , to meet all your daily requirements.

as a lectern support on a flat surface, allowing you to view photos and videos or to browse social media channels
as a selfie stick: coil it up, insert your finger, and take your selfies
as a headrest support in the car or on aeroplanes to keep you occupied during journeys
on your shopping trolley, so you can always have your shopping list to hand
on your car's air vents, allowing you to use it as a driving aid to view road maps on your smartphone
attached to your computer screen for conference calls or tutorials while you work on your PC's desktop
on kitchen handles, allowing you to watch video recipes

HOW TO USE: FIRST STEPS



Within your package you will find a small metallic plate with adhesive, to be attached directly to your smartphone or its cover.
After waiting around 10 minutes for perfect adherence, you can fix the plate to your bracelet using the magnet.

CHOOSE YOUR USE

With IronSlap you can choose the use that suits you best:  your imagination is the only limit to this product !

FEATURES:

flexible wrap-around bracelet
Silicone surface, spring steel heart
Magnetic attachment for smartphones on the bracelet
1 adhesive metallic plate to apply to your smartphone or cover
Dimensions: length 19cm, width 3cm*

* all dimensions are indicative only



IronSlap - multi-functional bracelet support
SKU: TEIRONSLAPK

Technical data
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417275456  
SKU: TEIRONSLAPK  
Weight: 32 g  
Coupling mode: Powerful magnetic sticker  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 14 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 240 mm  
Height Pack: 231 mm  
Weight Pack: 52 g  
Width Inner: 140 mm  
Amount Inner: 10  
Depth Master: 520 mm  
Height Inner: 100 mm  
Weight Inner: 580 g  
Width Master: 430 mm  
Amount Master: 180  
Height Master: 330 mm  
Weight Master: 11130 g  
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